SMS BROADCASTER MANUAL
Sms Broadcaster machine is like a pseudo base station.it can send
message to Mobile phones all cover the machine 500 meters to 2
kilometers.
No need sim card ,no need internet .
U can change the sender number to any number even like 911.

Working principle :
Within a certain radius,The bulk sms machine automatically collect
the range of mobile phone numbers through software,and then catch

all collected mobile phone , make them connect to our machine
compulsively.then send text message to all collected phone
numbers.after the phone numbers get message,the machine will
release mobile phone ,and mobile phone will automatically connect to
the real base station again.

Product features:
The machine search the mobile phone number in the area through
software ,and then send the text message to mobile phone .No need
to know the mobile phone number in the area in advance .

A:Scope of radiation to the machine as a center ,diameter of 500-2000
meters .
B:Support all GSM mobile phone ,with the jammer, it can be worked
on 2G,3G,4G.
C:Sending speed : 20000-30000/hour
D:Can be arbitrary simulation any sender number The ANI will any
number as u want .
E:Anywhere u want , anywhere u can go to send message .
F:“0” Cost : how many sms u want to send ,how long time u want to
send ,all depend on youself, no need to buy sim card ,no need
internet ,No any fees .
G: Can be send as a specified time . 100% real sending .
H:We can place the machine in a car, then u can send bulk sms by
anywhere,anytime.

Scope of application:
A:The real estate : release property information
B:Department stores ,Supermarkets,Hotels , etc., release product,
Service, promotion and discount information.
C:The exhibition :Car fairs ,House fairs .
D:Activities ,Events,Send text message to around people .
E: National Election.

1: Backpack group messaging devices:

A:Built-in rechargeable lithium batteries minimum 6 hours.
B:Built-in battery display.
C:2-30000 messages sent around 1 hour.
D:Mobile phone control and computer control convenient .
2: Vehicle-mounted group messaging devices :
This machine can place into a car . Keep sending message and keep
moving,Then all mobile phone cover the car 500 meters to 2
kilometers will be get message.

A:Control by any smart mobile phone,one smart phone connect to the
Machine through WIFI, then type the machine IP address in phone
brower,the software will display in brower,

edit text and send

message in software.
B:Vehicle-mounted sms devices can be remote control , if u meet any
Emergency ,u can rapidly shout down this device.

3: Laptop control devices :

A:Control machine by laptop,software install in a laptop.
B:Do not need to know the customer’s phone number
C:A lifetime use and no additional cost

D:All cover the machine 2-3 km range to receive you company’s
promotion and promotional information
E:Content editing by yourself , sender number editing by yourself
F:Send frequency : 20000-30000/hour

The parts
1:One professional Nokia phone

2:Power cable,support 110V&220V power.
3:Antenna .
4:4G LTE jammer
5:USB cable, one side connect to machine ,the other side connect
to laptop(If mobile phone version ,no need that)

Instructions
1:Use professional phone to find out the nearly base station frequency

Nokia phone Net monitor screen :

Page 01-03:using the strongest base stations and near 2 channels
Information (we just need this information)
Page 01-04:Adjacent the 3rd, 4th , 5th channels information
2:Insert the USB into a laptop,and run the USB from Boot Manager
mode. (Laptop version,if mobile version,no need that )

3: Run the software

4G jammer parts:
A: Coverage area :100M . Free parts with machine .

B:Big power jammer ,Coverage area 400M ,need extra payment.

Host weight:

5KG ,

27*25*15CM

Video tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C58Fkc-owl8
Contact :

Skype : risirihun
Email : info@uaicommunication.com

